
         HELEN'S CYCLES RENTAL RELEASE AGREEMENT

RENTER'S NAME DATE

PHONE EMAIL DRIVER'S LICENSE # HEIGHT/WEIGHT

BIKE MAKE/MODEL COLOR SIZE SERIAL #

BIKE VALUE PICK-UP DATE/TIME RETURN DATE/TIME

Rental rates (varies depending on the bike rented and the number of days )

Pedal type needed Flat      SPD             SPD-SL             KEO               DELTA              NONE

Helmet needed? Yes       No Helen's Cycles offers a 50% credit (based on the

*Seat bag with tools, CO2, tire levers, patch kit and 1 tube is provided with your  total rental fee paid) that can be applied  to the

   rental and is to be returned with the bike. purchase of a new bike.  This credit is available

* All rentals require photo id and physical credit card for security within 15 days from the final rental day.

Initial _________________

CREDIT CARD __________________________________________________     EXPIRATION _____________  CVV CODE________

Initial _________________

Initial _____________

Initial _____________

RIDER'S SIGNATURE DATE

HELEN'S CYCLES SIGNATURE DATE

rev 01/25/2024

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS AGREEMENT and fully understand the release of liability provisions it contains. I am aware that this is a release of liability in

consideration of each bicycle being rented to me, and I sign it of my own free will.

I understand that my credit card will be charged for the full amount of the rental fee depending on the number of days I intend to rent the bike.  I understand that 

my credit card company may charge foreign transaction or foreign currency adjustments or other fees by using my credit card.  I acknowledge these charges and 

accept full responsibilty for it and therefore release Helen's Cycles of any liability.                                                                                                                                                                       

I accept the Helen's Cycles bicycle(s) rented to me.  I agree to ride strictly in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.  I accept full responsibility for the proper use of the bicycle(s).  

I have made no misrepresentation on this form or otherwise regarding my weight, age, health, fitness or cycling experience.  I have received satisfactory answers to all my questions 

regarding the use and function of each bicycle, including, without limitation, the pedal system(s) and quick release mechanisms.  I was advised on the use of clipless pedals (if i choose 

to use one) and was advised to practice cliping in/out.  If at any time I feel a bicycle is not functioning properly, I will stop using it and return it to Helen's Cycles for inspection and for 

any needed repairs or adjustments.                                                                                                                                                                             

I understand and I am aware that cycling is a hazardous activity, involving inherent and other risks of personal injury or even death.  I understand and acknowledge that bicycle riding 

involves many risks, including the risk of falling, collision with other bicyclists, motor vehicles, or stationary objects and widely variable conditions of trails, road or pavement.  I further 

understand that injuries in this activity are a common and ordinary occurence.  I FREELY AND KNOWINGLY ACCEPT AND ASSUME THESE RISKS.  I understand the proper use of each 

bicycle.  I was advised that as a condition of each bicycle rented to me, I must wear a helmet at all times while riding it and agree to do so.  I also understand that bicycles are subject to 

all laws and rules of the road and agree to abide by them whenever riding on public roads.                                                                                                                                                    

Initial________________

I understand that no adjustments can be done to the stem.  I also understand that a possible $50 cleaning fee will be charged if the bike is used in the rain or trails which will be 

determined at the time of return.

I hereby agree to and accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement.  There are NO WARRANTIES, expressed or implied, which extend beyond the description of the bicycle(s) 

listed above and I accept the bicycle "AS IS"  and understand that I am financially liable for any and all damages and/or loss of product.  I agree to provide payment for the rental 

dates at the time of pick up and understand that I will accrue additional charges if the bicycle(s) is not returned at the documented return date/time.                                                                                                                                                                    

Initial___________

I hereby RELEASE AND AGREE NOT TO MAKE ANY CLAIM AGAINST HELEN'S CYCLES, agents, representatives and affiliates, with respect to any and all liability for any personal injuries, 

death, property damage or any other damage or loss whatsoever, whether based on negligence or any other legal theory, that I or my heirs, executors, assigns or anyone claiming by or 

through me or them may have, relating in any way to the selection, maintenance, adjustment, design, manufacture, condition and/or use of this bicycle and/or any other equipment 

listed above.     


